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Foreword
Last year I wrote about how the energy
system was changing. This year I could
write something similar, as change has
been a constant factor in the industry over
the last 10 years and 2018 is no different.
We now have over 70 household energy
suppliers in the market, an increase of 16
from 2017, we continue to employ hundreds
of thousands of people around the UK, while
increasing our economic value to £32 billion.
We have also seen an increase in the number
of coal-free days with five days of coal-free
generation in April 2018.
Celebrating 10 years of action against
climate change
On 26th November we will celebrate exactly 10
years since the passing of the Climate Change
Act 2008. This ground-breaking Act has been
the driver of much of the change we’ve seen
in the energy industry since then. And the
industry should be proud of the efforts and
contribution it has made in decarbonising the
UK’s economy.
We regularly see over 50% of our daily energy
generation from low carbon sources, and have
cut our carbon emissions by over half since
1990. We’ve helped the UK lead the way in
Europe in decarbonising our economy.
As we celebrate 10 years since the Act
became law we need to focus on the future
opportunities, while also shining a spotlight on
other sectors such as heating and transport.

We will also be feeding into the Five Year
Review in the Electricity Market Reform (EMR),
continuing to play a crucial consultative role
for a multitude stakeholders as we have been
since the inception of EMR. By supporting cost
reduction and incentivising billions of pounds
of investments, EMR has driven growth and
established the UK as an international leader in
a number of technologies, and is therefore of
crucial importance to our members who drive
the UK’s decarbonisation journey.
Rising to the challenge
This year our ‘Kick-starting the decarbonisation
of heat’ report and consultation on electric
vehicle charging standards were opportunities
to explore the energy industry’s contribution to
the future of decarbonisation of both heat and
transport. Both provided a valuable contribution
in setting out the energy industry’s role in
tackling climate change in the future. Our work
means we are at the forefront of change in
creating a cleaner, more consumer-focused
future energy system.
Future of Energy
This year we launched our ‘Future of Energy’
programme. This report will set out the
industry’s position on how to deliver a secure,
low carbon energy system that customers see
as fair, and which delivers excellent services,
choice and value for money to all the UK’s
homes and businesses.
Creating a better market
Later this year Ofgem will bring in a price cap
on all default and standard variable tariffs and it
is the role of the industry to address concerns
about how the market can function better for
all customers, including addressing tariffs that
some feel are unfair.
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Over the years, the industry has shown its
desire to address areas of the market that
require a more proactive approach. In 2018, we
launched an independently chaired Commission
on Customers in Vulnerable Circumstances
which will play a key role in shaping the future
provision for customers, addressing the issues
of the past and realigning them for the future.
I continue to believe that markets work best
for consumers but it is important that as an
energy industry we take ownership for its short
comings and look to actively address them
ahead of future government interventions and
actions. We rose to the challenge in 2008 to
tackle climate change, I believe we can rise to
this challenge to create an even better market,
one that continues to give choice but also
continues to invest billions of pounds to deliver
a reliable and low carbon energy service for all.

Lawrence Slade
Chief Executive

About Energy UK
Energy UK is the trade association for the GB energy industry with a membership of nearly 100 suppliers,
generators, and stakeholders with a business interest in the production and supply of electricity and gas
for domestic and business consumers. Our membership encompasses the truly diverse nature of the
UK’s energy industry from established FTSE 100 companies’ right through to new, growing suppliers and
generators, which now make up over half of our membership. Energy UK is proud to be accredited with the
Investors in People Standard and is a London Living Wage Employer.
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The Energy Overview

£6bn

£32bn

682,000
Jobs supported across the UK

£12.6bn

£££

economic value
created

investment in the UK

Tax contribution

72

53%

active domestic energy suppliers

of power generation
from low carbon sources

900,000
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nergy Overview

Employment within Energy
A workforce of 138,000 people are employed directly within the energy industry, with a further
544,000 employed indirectly through supply chains, consulting and other energy related
activities. This workforce is spread throughout the UK and work to ensure the UK always
meets its energy needs. This map illustrates direct employment by the energy sector
throughout the UK.

Scotland
20,000

North East
6,000

Northern Ireland
2,000

Yorkshire and Humber
8,000

North West
14,000
West Midlands
13,000
Wales
7,000

South West
10,000

East Midlands
16,000
East
8,000
London
13,000

South East
24,000

Source: ONS, figures do not sum to 138,000 due to rounding.

ity generating installations
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The Heart of the UK Economy
The energy industry fuels the
UK economy like a living heart,
delivering energy to every corner
of the country, supporting
industry, business and homes
with a constant and reliable
source of power.

GVA per sector (£Million)

How is this done? A force of
138,000 directly employed and a
further 544,000 workers supported
indirectly across the UK, working
in unison to deliver a competitive,
smart and decarbonised energy
sector. Despite uncertainties around
Brexit and a continually challenging
environment, the sector still
employs one in 51 people from
across the UK in a variety of
regions1.

In 2017, £31.7bn was
created in economic
value, up £1.2bn from
2016.
As the UK prepares for its departure
from the European Union, a secure
and sustainable supply of power
and gas becomes ever more vital.
To this end, the UK has invested
heavily in technology and expertise
which have been major influences
in cutting emissions from the energy
sector by 57% (on 1990 levels)2.

Source: ONS

The energy sector’s contribution to the UK economy has
continued its upward trend since 2011. In 2017, £31.7bn
was created in economic value, up £1.2bn from 2016. In
comparison, £12.2bn was realised from agriculture and £22bn
from the mining and quarrying sector2.
Gross value added (GVA) measures the value of goods and
services produced minus intermediate consumption. GVA
can be broken down by industry and sector. The sum of GVA
over all industries, plus taxes on products minus subsidies on
products gives the gross domestic product (GDP).

However, this is only the beginning
of the energy sector’s transformation
as the UK forges ahead towards its
goal of reducing carbon emissions
by 80% on 1990 levels by 2050.
Office of National Statistics – Jobs05: Workforce jobs by region and industry 2www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva

1
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Greenhouse Gases Emissions by sectors 2017 (Mt)

Source: BEIS - Provisional UK GHG emissions

In 2017, the UK’s net emissions of CO2 were reduced to 367 million tonnes (Mt). This is 3.2% lower than in 2016.
Carbon dioxide remains by far the main contributing greenhouse gas, accounting for 80% of the total UK GHG
emissions3.
National Infrastructure and Construction pipeline of projects

Source: National Infrastructure and Construction pipeline

Investment in the energy sector is a necessity to continue the progression towards a low carbon economy.
Investment into more efficient and low carbon generation will not only improve the UK’s energy security, but
provide health benefits with cleaner air and a more diverse generation mix. The National Infrastructure and
Construction (NIC) pipeline illustrates planned investment throughout both the private and public sectors. The
2017 report shows an increase in the number of projects within the energy sector up to 108 projects from 96 in
2016.

3

BEIS, Provisional UK greenhouse gas emissions national statistics 2017
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People of UK Energy

An industry can only succeed with the right people on the ground. The energy sector has benefitted from a
skilled and diverse workforce that has made it the third most productive sector within the UK. Productivity is a
valuable tool in measuring the performance of an industry. As an economic measure of output per employee
within each sector, productivity illustrates the continuing improvements made within the energy industry.
Continuing the success from 2016, the energy sector witnessed further gains in 2017, rising to £230,000 per
each individual, demonstrating the hard work and efficiency within the sector.
Productivity between main sectors 2017

Source: ONS Workforce jobs by industry and UK GDP (output approach) low-level aggregates
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Case study: The future of work: Supporting parenthood
through DigiOps
One of the truly exciting things about the energy industry is the potential for transformative change,
particularly as more challengers with fresh perspectives enter the market - including many who’ve risen out
of the tech world. As well as underpinning the transition to a clean, flexible energy system, this combination
of technology and challenger thinking can present opportunities for whole new ways of working.
Octopus Energy’s Digital Operations (DigiOps) team is a perfect example. Built around parents re-entering
the workforce after having children, the DigiOps team takes advantage of extensive digital resources to work
flexibly from home whilst getting access to all the same tools and expertise as full-time office staff. This has
been embraced enthusiastically by a really excellent, but often untapped, resource –professional women
navigating the workforce with young children.
Team members work remotely to respond to out-of-office customer enquiries sent via email and social
media messenger. The third party internal messaging software allows remote workers to chat to anyone,
anywhere, keeping up-to-date with the latest news. The 19 people in the DigiOps team are dotted across
the country from the Isle of Wight to North Scotland but are still bonafide members of the team and attend
regular ‘DigiOps days’ at the office and social events.
Source: Octopus Energy

Image
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Skills
Ensuring that the sector has access to highly skilled workers is crucial as these skills can be quite specific to
the sector, such as power network craftsperson or dual fuel smart meter installers, or quite new due to the
transformation the sector is going through, both in terms of decarbonisation and digitalisation. To date there
are approximately 2,500 apprentices in post across approximately 100 employers. We expect a further 1,500
apprentices to be recruited over the next 2-3 years4.
While an apprenticeship is a great way into the energy sector, it is not the only one. Energy companies are always
on the lookout for highly specialised employees, such as engineers, and offer graduate placements which are a
great way to further develop a graduates’ skills and understanding of the industry. As the industry becomes more
versatile, upskilling and reskilling are also a great way to start a new career while remaining in the sector.

Case study: How apprenticeships are changing our future for
the better
The future of energy looks very different.
E.ON wants to be at the forefront - working
with customers and communities to
make energy simpler, smarter and more
sustainable, creating a better tomorrow
for everyone by developing and delivering
new solutions, products and services built
around differing needs. To do this E.ON
needs to create a workforce that has the
skills and talent to develop and deliver new
solutions for the future. The UK urgently
needs more skilled professionals and the
shortage of engineers and technicians is a
real challenge for UK based companies.
E.ON sees apprenticeships playing a key part in creating a skilled workforce fit for the future. Working with schools
and colleges, E.ON has been delivering programmes to engage young people to get them excited about STEM
subjects. Through this, E.ON hopes to help young people understand the wide range of job opportunities within
the energy sector and help remove the stigma of apprenticeships.
Over the last three years, E.ON has delivered over 250 apprenticeships and 97% of those apprentices who
completed their apprenticeship have gone on to secure a full-time job with E.ON, with a quarter staying in learning
and completing higher apprenticeships as part of their ongoing development.
E.ON offers opportunities across a wide range of skills and disciplines, ranging from the more traditional
engineering apprenticeships such as Highways Lighting and Wind Farm Technicians, to opportunities within office
based roles, like Customer Services and Credit Control to ensure the UK has the skilled workforce it needs to deal
with the challenges of the future.

4

Data provided by Energy and Utility Skills
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Young Energy Professionals
(YEP)
Energy UK’s YEP Forum is a network made up
of more than 1,400 energy professionals from
over 300 companies that come together to meet
industry peers, develop professional relationships
and recognise successes. It brings together those
considering a career in energy with those already
working in industry, offering the opportunity
to share experiences and talk about career
growth. The YEP Forum works closely with fellow
energy industry networks, diversity forums and
skills academies to ensure the next generation
of energy industry professionals has a solid
foundation to build their careers on.
The YEP Forum, in partnership with energy
companies, runs a series of events throughout
the calendar year, ranging from panels and Q&As
to debates on topics as diverse as the impact of
distributed energy and the Government’s Industrial
Strategy. Over the course of 2017/2018 the YEP
Forum hosted a range of site visits to locations
around the country from Aberthaw and Markinch
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) station to
Sizewell B and Carrington power plants.
The annual YEP Forum Awards ceremony
brings together the next generation of industry
professionals to recognise and celebrate
outstanding work. The 2018 Awards ceremony
was the biggest yet with over 200 industry
representatives in attendance to congratulate the
winners and those shortlisted on their excellent
work5.

Young Energy
Professionals Forum

www.energy-uk.org.uk/events/category/young-energy-professionals.html

5
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Equality and Diversity in Energy
Utilising our unique position and membership spanning the broad spectrum
of the sector, Energy UK has been leading efforts to promote diversity and
inclusion across the energy industry. In addition to our LGBT+ network, Pride
in Energy last year Energy UK launched a new ‘Equality and Diversity Forum’
which brings together representatives of organisations, large and small, to
share best practice and foster collaboration on all issues relating to equality
and diversity.
As well as discussing energy-specific diversity and inclusion issues, the Forum
also hosts external speakers including representatives from Stonewall, which
campaigns for the equality of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people across
Britain, who spoke at the Forum’s inaugural meeting. The group ‘Women to
Work’ also provided a free two-hour workshop for the Forum and Energy UK
members to look at some of the common barriers to gender balance in the
workplace and practical tools and advice on how to address these.
The Equality and Diversity Forum will meet regularly and membership is open to all organisations and companies
operating in the UK’s energy market. Further information is available on the Energy UK website. In addition to
work through the Equality and Diversity Forum, Energy UK has also introduced a ban on all-male panels at
our events, and we have a strong policy around participation in other people’s events where there is a lack of
gender balance.
In July 2018, Energy UK hosted a roundtable with Employment Minister Alok Sharma and representatives from
12 energy companies spanning the sector to launch a new publication, ‘Diversity and Inclusion in Energy’.
This new brochure showcases just some of the wide-ranging of activity underway in the sector to increase the
opportunities for those from underrepresented groups including women, young and older people, black and
ethnic minorities and people with long and short-term disabilities. Centrica, Drax, EDF Energy, EON, Npower,
Ørsted, Octopus Energy, Robin Hood Energy, RWE, Scottish Power Renewables, SSE and Shell were amongst
the companies taking part in the roundtable.
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Pride in Energy

PRIDE IN ENERGY

Energy UK’s ‘Pride in Energy’ network is a
diversity forum for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender (LGBT+) members of
the energy industry. The Pride in Energy
network was created in response to
a need for an organisation to address
LGBT+ issues in the energy industry. In
the past year the group has participated
in or held a series of events including
marching at the 2017 and 2018 Pride in
London parades.
Energy UK and Pride in Energy will be
hosting a series of meetings and events
to further advance equality and diversity,
including for LGBT+ people, across the
industry. Pride in Energy’s networking
events will run in parallel with Energy
UK’s Equality and Diversity Forum where
attendees will have the opportunity to
learn best practice and build it into their
operations.
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From the Climate Change Act to
EMR, Transforming UK Generation
There is no doubt that the Climate Change Act has stimulated significant change in the UK energy market through
large levels of investment in low carbon technology. To date, this has been predominantly through the power sector
supported by a range of incentive schemes such as the Renewables Obligation6 (RO), Feed-in-Tariff7 (FiT) and
carbon taxes. Whilst the power sector has led the way in decarbonisation to date, many challenges still remain as
we move to a lower carbon future, such as decarbonising heat and transport, and further integrating low carbon
technologies into the power sector.
This section will focus on the changes that have happened in the energy market over the last ten years since the
Climate Change Act was signed. Further, Energy UK has this year launched its “Future of Energy” project that will
explore what further changes are to take place over the next ten years and how we can ensure that customers
benefit from the changes taking place.

The Climate Change Act Sets the Scene
In 2008 the Government committed the UK to pursuing a low carbon economy by passing the Climate Change
Act 2008.The Act sets an ambitious target of an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
2050 compared to 1990 levels, with intermediate five-year carbon budgets agreed in order to ensure the UK
remains on the path to achieving its decarbonisation commitment. In support of this, the UK’s power industry
has undergone a substantial transformation in recent years. In 2008, when the Act became law, low carbon
generation accounted for only 20% of total power production, largely nuclear, with renewables only accounting
for 5% of generation output. Since then, the pace of development of renewable generation has increased rapidly,
resulting in a significant increase in low carbon plant operating on the system in 2017. Low carbon generation
now accounts for 51% of total power generation with renewables alone representing 30%8.
2008 v 2017 Generation Mix

Source: BEIS Energy trends electricity and renewables
The RO is one of the main support mechanisms for large-scale renewable electricity projects in the UK. Launched in 2002, it closed to all new generating
capacity in March 2017. It places an obligation on UK electricity suppliers to source an increasing proportion of the electricity they supply from renewable sources.
7
FIT scheme is a government programme designed to promote the uptake of a range of small-scale renewable and low-carbon electricity generation
technologies.8www.gov.uk/government/statistics/electricity-section-5-energy-trends
6
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e the uptake of a range of small-scale renewable and low-carbon electricity generation
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Renewable Generation (TWh)

Source: BEIS Energy trends - Renewables

Investment in Renewables
To stimulate investment in the energy sector, the Government launched the Electricity Market Reform9 (EMR) in
2013. Primarily made up of Contracts for Difference10 (CfDs) and the Capacity Market11 (CM) these policies aimed
to stimulate investment in low carbon technologies and ensure security of supply respectively. Since then, low
carbon energy capacity within the UK has more than doubled mainly due to an increase in renewables. Over
the last five years, we have witnessed an upscaling in renewable energy which has replaced traditional carbon
intensive options such as coal. Combined with nuclear power - another low carbon source - 51% of the UK’s
power came from low carbon sources in 2017.
However the last two years have seen a
reduction in investment in renewables,
with a dramatic drop of 50% between
2016 and 2017. The closure of
schemes such as Feed in Tariff (FIT)
and the Renewable Obligation (RO)
has limited the routes to market for
renewable technologies, especially
solar and onshore wind. The allocation
of CfD contracts is the primary route for
large scale renewable investment in the
UK. To date, there have only been two
allocation rounds and the first projects
came online in 2017.

Renewable energy investment by sector (£m)

Other = bioenergy, small hydro, geothermal

Source Bloomberg NEF

Although investment in projects has significantly reduced over the last year, 2018/19 will deliver a significant quantity
of projects with 16 CfD renewable projects being completed such as the Beatrice and Walney Extension wind
farms. There is still, however, a concern that the Government is not supporting decarbonisation at least cost by
excluding the cheapest technologies from competing in CfD auctions. These include technologies such as onshore
wind, solar PV, hydro power, landfill gas and biomass conversion. If we are to decarbonise and keep bills as low as
possible for consumers we need to have outcome focused technology neutral auctions.
9

The EMR is a government policy to incentivise investment in secure, low-carbon electricity, improve the security of Great Britain’s electricity supply, and
improve affordability for consumers 10Contracts for Difference is the support mechanism for new low carbon power plants. That provides a top-up on the
wholesale power price up to a predefined strike price. 11The Capacity Market is designed to ensure sufficient reliable capacity is available in times of stress on
the electricity system, e.g. low wind and high demand, by providing payments to encourage investment in new capacity or for existing capacity to remain open.
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In parallel with the investments in renewables, good progress continues on new nuclear power in the UK,
another key component of a diverse and balanced low carbon energy mix for the future. Construction is
underway at the UK’s first new nuclear station for a generation at Hinkley Point C, which is due to commission
its first unit in 2025, adding 3.2GW of low carbon electricity to the grid. A number of other new nuclear projects
are in the initial stages of design and development, including Wylfa on the Isle of Anglesey, Sizewell C in Suffolk,
Bradwell B in Essex and Moorside in Cumbria.

Case Study: New Nuclear Power - Hinkley Point C
EDF Energy and its partner CGN of China signed an agreement with the UK Government to construct
Hinkley Point C new nuclear power station in September 2016. The first unit, of the two 1630 MW
reactors being built, is scheduled for commissioning in 2025.
Located on the north Somerset coast in the south west of England, it will sit alongside an operating
nuclear power station, and one being decommissioned. Hinkley Point C will make a major contribution
to the UK’s move to reduce carbon emissions over its 60-year lifespan. The power station will generate
enough power to supply over five million homes.
EPR reactors are a type of Pressurised Water Reactor and represents a major development on
previous models, making them amongst the safest and most efficient civil nuclear power generators
ever designed. The EPR has also been designed to use less uranium and produce almost a third less
waste compared with other PWRs in operation today.
Hinkley Point C is now under full construction and achieving its milestones, with over 3,100 people
on site and some 1.5 million person hours worked each month. 250 apprentices have worked on the
project to date, with 1,000 apprenticeships expected to be created during construction. Overall, there
are 25,000 employment opportunities and 64% of the project’s construction value is predicted to go to
UK companies.
A supply chain has been created to help construct the power station, with UK companies winning
major contracts and the South West regional economy is set to be boosted by £200 million per year
during core construction. The regional economy will benefit by £4 billion over the lifetime of the project.
Source: EDF Energy
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Renewable Generation Across the UK
The UK government has supported the growth of sustainable renewable energy generation, but much of the
implementation has come from the devolved governments within the UK. Together, England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland have all made significant progress to providing cleaner energy. Between 2008 and 2017,
England’s renewable capacity grew tenfold from 2,618 MW to 25,801 MW, with solar capacity growing from
1 mw to over 11,000. Northern Ireland’s renewable capacity is now over 1,500 MW, compared to 228 MW in
2008, with wind representing over 75% of capacity. Scotland, with a capacity of over 10,000 MW, has the same
share for wind, of 75% of total capacity, followed by hydro, which has long been an established technology.
Wales has seen the largest surge in solar capacity since 2008, building 960 MW of solar power, which now
represents nearly a third of Wales’s total renewable capacity12.
The map below illustrates the renewable capacity within each region.
NORTHERN IRELAND

SCOTLAND

254 MW

324 MW

10 MW

1,652 MW

1,157 MW

7,653 MW

73 MW

277 MW

ENGLAND

WALES
960 MW

11,222 MW

168 MW

42 MW

1,748 MW

9,279 MW

162 MW

4,127 MW

KEY:

SOLAR

HYDRO

www.gov.uk/government/statistics/energy-trends-section-6-renewables

WIND

BIOMASS

12
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Case study: Investing in Wales Onshore Wind
Wales is currently benefitting from significant investment in
new onshore wind by innogy, one of the world’s leaders in the
development and operation of renewable electricity. innogy is
currently constructing three new onshore wind farms with a
total capital investment of around £272 million, which will see
186MW of new renewable energy capacity come into force
in Wales. The projects are at Brechfa Forest West; Mynydd y
Gwair and Clocaenog Forest.
Wherever possible, innogy also strives to invest locally and
to use suppliers and businesses from the local area. A great
example of this can be found at Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm, where on the main Civil Works Contract,
89% of the hired labour came from less than 30km from site along with 69.3% of the materials procured.
Western Power Distribution also built the grid connection linking Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm to the
National Grid. 100% of plant for the overhead line build was hired from a business located just 4miles from
site and 100% of machine operators were from less than 30km from site. A further circa £1 million was
invested in the South Wales region from the contract for turbine supply transport and erection.
Local communities will also directly benefit from these projects, once they become operational. An
investment of around £1.4 million every year will be made available by innogy to surrounding communities
through their associated Community Investment Funds. These investments will continue over the operating
lifetime of the windfarms, expected to be around 25 years. So that’s a potential of some £35 million
investments, with decisions taken on where best to invest being made by local people.
Source: Innogy

The Electricity Market Reform Five Year Review
As part of the EMR package, government is mandated by Parliament to review the raft of policies which
make up EMR. By supporting cost reduction and incentivising billions of pounds of investments, EMR has
driven growth and established the UK as an international leader in a number of technologies. The latest
CfD auction in September 2017 saw the cost of offshore wind projects halved whilst the latest Capacity
Market auction resulted in the lowest clearing price ever. Energy UK has been a key consultative body for a
multitude of stakeholders since the inception of EMR.
Our broad membership gives us a helpful insight considering the different business models and technology
fleets we represent.The advent of low-cost electricity storage, the opportunities provided by cost
reductions in renewables and the complexities of governance arrangements potentially acting as a barrier
to entry for dynamic, innovative new-entrants are all areas where we’d like to see change. There are more
recommendations and further detail in our recently published vision paper for the Five Year Review of EMR.
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Case study: Renewables and the community
The UK is the global leader in offshore wind, with the world’s largest installed capacity and
almost half of this capacity has been constructed by Ørsted. By the end of 2020, we will
have invested £12 billion into building offshore wind farms in the UK – providing a significant
amount of green energy to the nation.
As well as producing clean energy, the industry is having a positive economic impact across
the country. Race Bank, one of Ørsted’s most recent offshore wind projects, reaffirms their
commitment to the Humber region, creating jobs, helping to grow local businesses and
continuing investment in local area regeneration. Race Bank uses the first blades from the
Siemens Gamesa blade factory in Hull and the project tapped into the growing supply chain,
working collaboratively with a number of key UK suppliers and local contractors.
Ørsted’s new multi-million pound East Coast Hub, at Grimsby’s Royal Docks will be the UK’s
largest offshore wind Operations and Maintenance base and will be a game changing industry
first, raising the bar for the way we maintain offshore wind farms.
We’re also proud to be on-board with Aura, an initiative of the University of Hull that works
alongside a group of key industry partners, academia, national, local and regional government
to create a world leading offshore wind research, talent and innovation hub.
On the West coast, Walney Extension, in the Irish Sea, will become the world’s largest
offshore wind farm on completion in the second half of 2018. The project has worked with
more than 100 local suppliers and local companies have grown and evolved on the back of
the contracts Ørsted have provided.
Ørsted has also committed to a £100,000-a-year skills fund and is partnering with local
schools and colleges, such as Furness College, in Barrow, to help develop the next
generation of engineers.
These positive moves, along with falling project costs, are helping the UK to maintain its
position at the top of the league in offshore wind. They also make a strong case for the sector
to play a central role in the Government’s Industrial Strategy, which aims to create a Britain
that invests in the skills, industries and infrastructure of the future.
Source: Ørsted
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Delivering Security of Supply
T-4 Capacity Awarded by Technology Type for 2021/22
The Capacity Market is a key
component of the EMR package
laid out in 2013. Its specific aim
is to ensure security of supply
by incentivising the availability of
capacity. A competitive auction
process is used to fulfil the capacity
requirements stipulated by National
Grid and agreed by Government.

The 2021/22 T-4 Capacity Market
auction was held in early February
2018 and showed a continuation
of the trends we have seen in
earlier auctions with regards to the
technologies clearing the auction.
Closing out at its lowest price yet
of £8.40/kW/y13, the most recent
auction secured enough capacity to
ensure the security of supply for only
an additional £514 on each customer bill.

Source: EMR Delivery Body

With considerable volumes of existing plants successfully bidding, there was little new-build generation, even for
storage and flexible plant. We did, however, see a spike in interconnector capacity. All of those which bid won
contracts, taking the total of existing and planned interconnector capacity to over 4GW. This auction also crucially
reflected the ongoing shift away from large, grid-connected plants and towards flexible, distributed generation.
Less coal cleared than in previous years, however we have not yet seen significant new build CCGT win in the
auctions.

The ‘Beast from the East’ saw the seventh coldest day in National Grid’s 58 year weather record on 1st
March and gave rise to the highest gas demand in seven years. Ultimately the market worked as it should
sending price signals for incremental gas supply, to ensure supplies were secure whilst north-west Europe
was also facing similar very cold conditions. Despite this, supplies of gas were secured as to meet this
unusually high demand, prices rose to 5-6 times the prevailing level to attract maximum imports on the gas
interconnectors in addition to increased LNG supply and withdrawal from storage. At this time coal
generation responded to price signals and generated around 10GW baseload with wind contributing a
similar amount.

13
14

www.emrdeliverybody.com/ProvisonalAuctionResultsT-4CM21/22
Energy UK analysis
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Case Study: Welland Power Station
At the T-4 Capacity Market auction in December 2016,
InterGen was awarded a 15-year capacity market agreement
to build a new 300MW OCGT (open cycle gas turbine)
project at its existing Spalding site in Lincolnshire. The project
achieved financial close in February 2018 and is the first – and
to date only – large scale, thermal project to secure limited
recourse financing based on a 15-year capacity agreement.
Construction has commenced and is expected to be
completed in June 2019. Once complete, the project will
support our transition to a more flexible low carbon power
sector.

Further Steps Away from Coal
In 2015, the UK Government announced its intention to phase out all unabated coal fired power stations by 202515.
On 5 January 2018 the Prime Minister, Theresa May, confirmed this goal by setting out an implementation plan
which laid new pollution standards to limit the amount of carbon coal plants emit to 450g CO2 per kW hour16.
Although this legislation provides a backstop for coal generation in GB, the policy that is currently driving coal off
the system is the Carbon Price Floor and increases to the price of the EU ETS which have resulted in a drastic
reduction in the running hours of coal-fired power generation in a very short space of time.
Coal used in generation per year (%)

Source: BEIS Energy trends electricity
www.gov.uk/government/news/government-announces-plans-to-close-coal-power-stations-by-2025
Gov.uk – Electricity Market Reform: Update on the emissions performance standard (Annex D)

15
16
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Coal-fired power stations produced a third of UK’s electricity supply (31%) in 2008 compared to 6.5% in 2017.
21 April 2017 saw the first continuous 24-hour coal-free period for Britain since the industrial revolution. This
record has since been surpassed twice in the first half of 2018 with UK going 54 consecutive hours without coal
generation between 16 and 19 April and then a further 76 hours the following week. These new records echoed
the general trend of coal’s further decline in 2018, with only 1.4% of power generation coming from coal in the
second quarter of 2018.17

Case study: From coal to bioenergy, carbon capture and
electricity storage
In 2018 Drax is to pilot the first bioenergy carbon capture storage (BECCS) project of its kind in Europe.
If successful, the pilot would move Drax Power Station one stop closer to becoming a carbon neutral or
carbon negative plant. BECCS is vital to global efforts to combat climate change because the technology
will mean the gases that cause global warning can be removed from the atmosphere at the same time as
electricity is produced. Power generation would no longer contribute to climate change, but would start to
reduce the carbon accumulating in the atmosphere.
Drax will partner with Leeds-based C-Capture and invest in what could be the first of several pilot projects
undertaken at Drax to deliver a rapid, lower cost demonstration of BECCS.A report by the Energy Technology
Institute in 2016 has suggested that by the 2050s BECCS could deliver roughly 55 million tonnes of net
negative emissions a year* in the UK – approximately half the nation’s emissions target. The government’s
Clean Growth Strategy identified BECCS as one of several greenhouse gas removal technologies that could
remove emissions from the atmosphere and help achieve long term decarbonisation.
The BECCS pilot project is not the only project taking place at Drax Power Station to transition to a coal-free
world. Drax is also proposing to modify one or both of its two coal-fired generating units to become gaspowered generating plants. The proposed development is a nationally significant infrastructure project (NSIP)
and comprises up to four new gas turbines, each powering a dedicated generator of up to 600 megawatts
(MW) in capacity. The repowered units would have a new combined capacity of up to 3,600MW. It is also
proposed to construct up to two battery storage facilities, one per generating unit and each up to 100MW –
amongst the largest battery projects in the world.
Source: Drax
*www.eti.co.uk/insights/the-evidence-for-deploying-bioenergy-with-ccs-beccs-in-the-uk

17

www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/download.php
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Air Quality and Environmental Protection
Over the years, the UK
Government’s heightened
focus on air quality issues has
consequently increased the
need for industry to take steps
to reduce air pollution. The main
emissions to air from power
stations that give cause for
concern are sulphur dioxide (SO2),
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and dust
(particulate matter, or PM2.5). All
three are relevant to coal-fired
stations, but NOx is the most
significant emission from gas-fired
stations.
In response to the national
objective to improve air quality,
the power sector has been at
the forefront of industry actions,
by substantially reducing its key
emissions.
Power stations achieved
an 83% decrease in SO2
emissions between 2008 and
2016. Similarly, power station
NOx emissions were reduced
by 61% during the same
period18.

Sulphur Dioxide and Nitrogen oxides emissions from power stations
(Kilotonne)

These reductions were achieved by
a combination of new abatement
technologies and reduced output.
In the case of SO2 emission
reductions, contributing factors
have included changes in electricity
market conditions, European
legislation driving the installation of
Flue Gas Desulphurisation at coalfired stations, the UK Government’s
introduction of the Carbon Price
Floor and the 2015 announcement
of its intention to phase out
unabated coal by 2025.

Air quality is not the only item on the
agenda for many generation sites
which go beyond simply looking at
harmful emissions and also deploy
resources to look after the local
environment in and around their
plant sites and nearby communities
and to improve their waste
management.
Many power station sites carry out
conservation work to support and
enhance the local biodiversity.
Air quality data NAEI database

18

Particulate matters emissions (kilotonne)
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Case study: Dungeness B receives further recognition for its
biodiversity from the Wildlife Trusts
Two freshwater pits on Dungeness’ famous shingle
headland have been awarded the Wildlife Trusts’
Biodiversity Benchmark following an audit earlier this
year. The two gravel pits, known locally as the ‘Long Pits’
(see photo), are important for their aquatic life and the
surrounding shingle vegetation and scrubland that is
unique to the area. The peninsula is a designated Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and part of the headland
has also received European recognition as a Special Area
of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection area (SPA).
EDF Energy’s landholding around Dungeness B power
station has held the well-respected Biodiversity
Benchmark since December 2013 so it is good news
that an extra 133 hectares have now been included.
The award enables organisations across the UK to assess the standard of their conservation management,
improve their environmental procedures and demonstrate their commitment to enhancing the nature in the
area.All seven of EDF Energy’s nuclear power station sites have been awarded the Biodiversity Benchmark,
the only energy sites in the UK that have been accredited to date.
Source: EDF Energy
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Now and Tomorrow, Building the
Future for Customers

Integrating Renewable Generation in the System and the Need
for Flexibility
Energy UK is clear that we are no longer in a period of transition regarding deployment of renewable and low
carbon power on the grid; with over half of all the UK’s power needs coming from these sources it really is
business as usual.
Increasing levels of intermittent renewable generation present challenges for the management of the system.
This means we need an increasing amount of flexibility on the system to ensure not only that the power system
remains reliable and secure but also that electricity is available as and when needed.
The vision set out through the BEIS/Ofgem smart systems and flexibility plan19 provides clarity on the direction of
travel for the sector’s need for flexibility, and the energy industry is already driving forward innovation to make this
plan a reality. There is an emphasis on developing a smarter, more flexible system, which can utilise the current
mix of technologies while allowing new services to access the market and facilitating greater levels of competition.

Ofgem July 2017

19
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Case study: Batwind storage facility
Together with Masdar, Equinor is currently developing the storage facility Batwind. It will be connected to
the world’s first floating wind park - Hywind Scotland. The German battery storage provider Younicos has
been awarded a contract to deliver the 1MW battery system. The battery solution consisting of two 3-metre
modules will be installed onshore and is expected to be commissioned in summer of 2018. It is the first
battery storage system connected to a floating wind farm.
With a greater share of renewable energy in the market, the need for intelligent storage systems becomes
ever more important. Due to the strong winds at sea, the average number of full-load hours of offshore
wind parks is usually higher than that of their onshore counterparts. Nevertheless, on windless days even
the offshore wind turbines stand still. Batwind has the potential to add value to the efficiency of Hywind by
mitigating periods without wind – and by that making wind a more reliable energy producer year around.
Batwind will be installed on the Scottish coast, where the wind farm’s export cable makes landfall. The pilot
will be part of Hywind Scotland, an innovative offshore wind park with five floating wind turbines located 25
km offshore Peterhead.
Source: Equinor
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Case study: Maximising CHP with Demand Side Response

20

Through Demand Side Response, one of the UK’s oldest ‘red brick’ universities is receiving payments from
the UK’s electricity transmission system operator for its flexible power.
With over 30,000 staff and students on-site, this ‘red brick’ university has an annual turnover approaching
£500 million, and is also a member of the Russell Group of research-led UK universities. Many of its activities
are energy intensive, with an increasing focus on research to reduce carbon emissions and understanding the
challenges of climate change. The university has produced an environmental strategy with core ambitions to
reduce its carbon footprint and evaluate the environmental impact of all its activities.
Optimum efficiency
It has been four years since the university installed a new 4.4 MW gas turbine Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) unit to deliver baseload heat requirements year round for the main campus and upgrade the efficiency
of the old CHP system. Working closely with the university’s engineers and with the CHP manufacturer and
maintenance team, Centrica Business Solutions identified two streams to improve return on investment:
participation in the Capacity Market and as part of a portfolio of assets delivering dynamic Firm Frequency
Response (dFFR).
Centrica Business Solutions worked with the CHP unit’s manufacturer to create a solution engineered to
deliver just over 200 kW/second; enabling the delivery of 2 MW of flexible power within the 10 second
requirement for dFFR. Working so closely with the manufacturer ensured that all warranties were still valid and
there was no impact on the comprehensive maintenance cover already in place.
Source: Centrica

Demand side response financially incentivized customers to lower or shift their electricity use at peak times, helping to manage load and voltage profiles on
the electricity network.

20
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Decarbonisation at Customers’ Level
While the power sector has
been leading the way when it
comes to decarbonisation, there
is still a lot to be done in other
sectors if the UK is to meet its
carbon targets. From buildings
to our heating systems and
our transport, the task is an
exceptional challenge that must
be won.
Energy UK has long been calling for
energy efficiency to be a national
infrastructure priority as by far the
most effective way of keeping bills
down for customers in the long term
- whilst of course helping to reduce
emissions. At the moment too many
households, including those who
can least afford to, are wasting
money as they try to heat draughty
homes.
Decarbonising the heating system
is another essential part of the
journey to a low carbon society

where Energy UK has been vocal
in calling for an acceleration in the
deployment of policy, funding and
a solid framework to provide clarity
to market participants. Finally on
transport, our message couldn’t
be clearer, we are working hard to
support the early phase-out of petrol
and diesel vehicles.

Improving Efficiency in
Energy
Improving the energy efficiency of
homes and buildings is one of the
most effective long-term solutions
to helping domestic and industry
customers reduce their energy bills,
improve productivity and tackle
fuel poverty whilst at the same time
reducing carbon emissions.
Energy suppliers have been at the
forefront of funding and delivering
energy efficiency measures for
over two decades, most recently
ECO measures installed since 2013

through the ECO21 (Energy Company
Obligation). In the last 12 months,
GB’s largest 16 energy suppliers
have installed 202,000 energy
efficiency measures, meaning that
the total number of measures
installed under ECO since its
launch in 2013 is 2.34 million22.
This is the equivalent of a total
carbon saving of 32.5 – 34 MtCO2,
or 48% of all UK car emissions in
201623.
As part of the ECO Affordable
Warmth obligation, suppliers
have delivered a range of home
heating cost reduction measures to
households. Since the start of ECO
in 2013, over 790,000 Affordable
Warmth ECO measures have been
installed which could potentially
deliver £9.8bn worth of national
lifetime bill savings for consumers24.
The Committee on Climate Change
believes that these measures have
the potential tosave households.£210
annually by 203025.

Source: BEIS Household energy efficiency
The Energy Company Obligation is the current Government scheme to support and improve the energy efficiency of the housing stock to help reduce carbon
emissions and tackle fuel poverty. 22BEIS: Household Energy Efficiency National Statistics Report 27th March 2018 23www.lightfoot.co.uk/news/2017/10/04/
how-much-co2-does-a-car-emit-per-year/ 24Ibid footnote 22 25Energy Efficiency – CCC – March 2017
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Heat is recognised in the Clean Growth Strategy as the
most challenging policy area in decarbonisation, with
over 80% of households still dependent on gas boilers
for heating and hot water, and a lack of clear direction
in terms of technical solutions. Heating and hot water
account for approximately a fifth of UK emissions26
and, although the UK Government is supporting low
carbon alternatives, including investing over £700m
a year in the Renewable Heat Incentive27 (RHI)28 and
£320m in the Heat Networks Investment Project29,
progress to date has been slow.
Recent analysis undertaken for the National
Infrastructure Commission estimated that the cost
of decarbonising heat could range from £120bn
to £300bn30, indicating that, regardless of chosen
technical solutions, there will be a high cost to address
in the transition. Ensuring fair distribution of that cost
will be complicated and will require consideration
throughout the deployment process.

36355_EUK_Energy in the UK 2018_LR2.job

The Challenge of Heat

However, the RHI has failed to achieve its intended
impact, with forecasts for renewable heat produced
under the RHI revised down by 65% since its inception
and deployment forecasts cut to only 111,000 by
202132.
The next three to five years is a crucial time for
developing and supporting supply chains across
low carbon gasses and alternative technologies.
Energy UK has called for large scale trials to be
held across the UK over this timeframe to develop
a comprehensive evidence base for technological
options, economically sound support mechanisms and
consumer acceptance.
The UK will need to coordinate heat decarbonisation
efforts with energy efficiency measures and incremental
improvements to regulations and standards.
These recommendations formed the core focus of
Energy UK’s recent publication ‘Kick-starting the
Decarbonisation of Heat’ which also calls for a full
review of the RHI to be undertaken before the end of
2018.

The RHI was established to increase uptake and
develop supply chains across a selection of low carbon
heating solutions, As of April 2018, it has accredited
more than 80,000 low carbon heating schemes31
across the domestic and non-domestic schemes.
www.theccc.org.uk/publication/next-steps-for-uk-heat-policy/ 27The RHI is a UK Government scheme set up to encourage uptake of renewable heat
technologies amongst householders, communities and businesses through financial incentives. 28Gov.uk – RHI mechanism for budget management: estimated
commitments 29www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-networks-investment-project-hnip-scheme-overview 30www.nic.org.uk/publications/cost-analysis-offuture-heat-infrastructure/ 31www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-deployment-data-april-2018 32Ibid footnote 31
26
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Case study: Cutting costs and Carbon in Off-Gas Grid
Homes
PassivSystems is a provider of advanced home energy management solutions and services. In 2017-18 they
developed and demonstrated Predictive Demand Control (PDC) technology for hybrid heating systems in both
on- and off-gas grid homes through the Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) funded Freedom Project. Based
in Bridgend, South Wales, the project investigated the consumer, network and energy system implications
of hybrid heating system deployments, where domestic heating systems have the option of operating using
a gas boiler, an air source heat pump (ASHP), or both. The Project installed 75 hybrid heating systems with
PassivSystems PDC technology in a range of private and social homes.
PassivSystems PDC technology learns the detailed thermal response of a property and builds a physics
model of the house and heating system. Using this model, it optimises the performance of the heating system
for the forecast weather conditions, delivering a control strategy that optimises cost outcomes while meeting
the comfort demands of the occupiers. Furthermore, the project demonstrated that customer cost and
comfort outcomes can be achieved whilst managing demand to the benefit of the broader energy system.
The technology proved especially cost effective in homes off the gas grid saving one of the participant in the
project over £700 on their heating bill without any requirement to improve the thermal efficiency of the building
or replace any radiators.
As well as delivering an excellent cost outcome, the home significantly reduced its carbon footprint. A typical
LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) boiler generates 235 gCO2/kWh of heat. The heat pump delivered an average
coefficient of performance of 3.9, resulting in 72 gCO2/kWh of heat for the average grid carbon intensity over
the project, a 69% carbon saving compared to the LPG boiler alone.
Source: Passiv System

Decarbonising UK
Transport
One of the key challenges facing
the UK is how it decarbonises
its transport sector. Last year
saw significant progress in the
emergence of electric vehicles (EV)
as a viable alternative to internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles.
Figures published by the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders
(SMMT) show that electric car sales
in the UK have risen dramatically
over the past few years.
While only around 500 electric
cars were registered per month
during the first half of 2014, this has
now risen to an average of almost
32
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4,000 per month during 201733.
Energy UK strongly supports the
Government’s ambition to end the
sale of petrol and diesel vehicles
by 2040 and believes that this date
can be brought forward to 2035 to
ensure we meet our commitments
under the Climate Change Act,
allowing for the approximate 15year turnover period for the stock of
cars and vans as suggested by the
Committee on Climate Change.
Energy UK further believes that a
2030 phase out date should also be
actively considered. Recent analysis
undertaken by Vivid Economics
estimates that bringing the target
forward to 2030 would bring NOx
emissions from cars and vans to 68
per cent below today’s levels, and

25 per cent below a 2040 phase
out date34. The Government has
supported low carbon transport,
and in particular the roll-out
of electric vehicles through its
Industrial Strategy, committing
over £3.5bn in funding including:
£841m out to 2021 in transport
innovation35; £1bn in continued
funding for ultra-low emission
vehicles (ULEV) at point of
purchase36; £50m for the Plug-in
Taxi programme37 ; and £80m for
public charging infrastructure38
and £14m for taxi charge
points39.
www.nextgreencar.com/electric-cars/statistics/
WWF – Accelerating the EV transition Part1:
environmental and economic impacts 35https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmenvfru/1149/114902.html 36Office of Low Emission
Vehicles – Investing in ultra-low emission vehicles in
the UK, 2015 to 2020
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The ambition is to position the UK at the global forefront of ULEV development, manufacture and use.
UK performance in low carbon vehicles should not be underestimated, we are helping to lead the world in
decarbonising our transport:
• We have more charge points than Norway, France, Canada and Sweden.
• We sold more electric vehicles last year than France, Sweden, Netherlands and Canada
• We built more electric vehicles in the UK than the Netherlands, Germany and Sweden.

EV Charge locations
UK -

3,012

Germany -

9,891

Norway -

2,171

France -

14,289

EV registrations 2017

Norway:
Germany:
UK:
France:
Netherlands:

Netherlands -

11,357

Global EV stock 2017

Norway:
France:
UK:
Netherlands:
Germany:

62,320
54,490
47,260
41,720
9,240

187,270
149,350
125,940
121,540
98,280

Source: Centre for Solar Energy and hydrogen research www.zsw-bw.de

Charging connectors by type

www.nextgreencar.com/electric-cars/statistics/
WWF – Accelerating the EV transition Part1:
environmental and economic impacts 35https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmenvfru/1149/114902.html 36Office of Low Emission
Vehicles – Investing in ultra-low emission vehicles in
the UK, 2015 to 2020
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Office for Low Emission Vehicles – Plug-in Taxi Grant 38www.businesscar.co.uk/analysis/2017/ev-infrastructure-is-britain-prepared
www.theelectrictaxi.co.uk/2017/04/07/government-announces-new-grants-for-taxi-drivers/

37
39
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One of the major barriers to the uptake in electric vehicles is customers’ confidence in readily available charging
and having sufficient “range” to complete their journey. While charging on a slow connection at home may be a
convenient option for many, there will also be a need to supplement this with local fast and rapid charging stations
along transport routes and charging facilities at destination points e.g. place of work, shopping centres etc.
National Grid is currently considering how to support this via a network of ultra-rapid chargers (up to 350kW) at
strategic points along the motorway network to unlock electric vehicle uptake40.
Energy UK is confident that technological advancements in battery range, plus readily available charging
infrastructure will overcome customers’ apprehension. Earlier this year, Energy UK launched a consultation on
enabling “smart charging” – ensuring that customers can charge their vehicle at times that suit the requirements
of the grid infrastructure and that fit their lifestyle choices. We are continuing to work to ensure that charging up
an electric vehicle is as easy (if not easier) than the current process for refuelling petrol and diesel models.

Case study: OVO Energy Vehicle-to-Grid Charger
In 2018 OVO launched the UK’s first readily available single
phase bidirectional charging solution for electric vehicles.
The 6kW Vehicle-to-Grid (“V2G”) charger will provide drivers
the opportunity to charge their vehicles when electricity is
cheap, and then sell any excess electricity back to the grid
during periods of peak demand. OVO believes V2G technology
can make a valuable contribution to both realising and
synchronising the decarbonisation of the UK’s energy and
transport sectors; at less than 10% of total passenger car
market penetration (~3 million vehicles), V2G could offer in the
region of 10-15GW of flexible load to help balance electricity
networks and integrate more renewable generation.
Thanks to funding from the Department of Business Energy & Industrial Strategy and the Office of Low Emission
Vehicles, OVO, together with partners Indra Renewable Technologies, Nissan and Cenex, will develop and deploy
1000 V2G chargers with OVO customers who drive Nissan vehicles over the course of a two year demonstrator.
Initial modelling suggests the average driver could earn £305 based on exporting power at 5.4kW from 4-7pm
every day for a year at a net export price of 6p per kWh.
The novel charging solution capitalises on OVO’s smart grid optimisation platform ‘VCharge’ which is already
controlling and optimising the operation of 1000s of storage heaters across the UK. Effectively acting as a virtual
power plant, by aggregating thousands of distributed storage assets VCharge can allow domestic customers to
share in the benefits of the smart power revolution - estimated to be worth consumer savings of £8 billion a year
by 2030.
Source: OVO Energy

40

National Grid, Electric Vehicle Charging, Enabling the Switch
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Case study: Skanska UK
completes large-scale
electric vehicle charging
installation at Hertfordshire
HQ
In March 2018 Pod Point
completed the installation
of 67 electric vehicle (EV)
charge points for Skanska
UK, one of the country’s
leading contractors, at its
Hertfordshire head office.
The installation is believed to be one of the largest
to date in Europe.
The company, which employs 6,000 people in the
UK, worked with EV charging specialist Pod Point
to install the 7kW charge points, along with the
infrastructure for the solution to be scaled up to
243 charge points in the future. The charge points
enable Skanska employees to charge their vehicles
while they work, returning to a fully powered
battery at the end of the day. The installation is
part of Skanska’s commitment to decarbonise its
company fleet.
This is one, if not the largest single site charge
point installation in the UK, a sign of a shift over
the past six months, as more businesses wake up
to the benefits of EVs.
Along with zero carbon emissions, electric vehicles
have lower maintenance costs than their petrol
or diesel equivalents due to a smaller number of
moving parts. There are also tax advantages, with
no benefit in kind (BIK) rates for charging company
cars, while the BIK rate for purchases of new EVs
will fall to 2 per cent in 2020/2021 compared to up
to 20 per cent for petrol or diesel vehicles.
Source: Pod Point
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A Changing Retail Market

With a record one in six
customers switching last year,
the retail energy market is
changing rapidly. The number
of domestic suppliers has also
continued to rise, with just over
70 suppliers now operating in
the domestic retail market.

Engaging with Customers
The number of customers switching
electricity supplier is continuing to
rise following record numbers in
2017 with over 5.5 million switches.
The latest figures from Energy UK
show that already over 2.7 million
customers have switched in the first
half of 2018, a five percent increase
on the same period in 2017. Of
these switches, 31% represented
customers gained by small and
mid-tier suppliers.
41

Millions of customers which are not
captured in these statistics will have
additionally switched to a better deal
with their current supplier. These
numbers illustrate that the energy
market is now more competitive
than ever, with consumers more
willing to switch and find the best
possible deal.
The Energy Switch Guarantee41
(ESG), launched by Energy UK in
2016, has continued to go from
strength to strength. Membership
more than doubled during
2017, taking the total number of
signatories to 24 and covering over
90% of the domestic retail market.
Public awareness of the ESG
has already reached 36% in less
than two years and our customer
research has evidenced that it

increases consumer confidence
in switching. The ESG’s proactive
media coverage dispels myths
about switching and reassures
customers that switching is simple,
speedy and safe.
The ESG has successfully driven up
standards in the switching process
and is underpinned by a rigorous
application process and tough
compliance regime. Major suppliers
have made system changes in order
to meet its requirements, which set
a higher bar than licence conditions.
The impact of this is reflected in
the level of customer confidence in
switching, which shows that nine in
ten customers are happy with the
process.

The ESG is a commitment that promises a speedy and safe switch from one energy provider to another. It was launched in 2016 by Energy UK.
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The ESG has also developed to provide a new and unique forum for suppliers to work together to identify and
resolve switching issues. Bi-monthly Board meetings provide a valuable space in which suppliers can identify
systemic risks to the customer experience and explore ways of improving the switching process.
The customer experience of a switch can depend on the quality of supplier-to-supplier communication behind the
scenes, and this is an area that the ESG is doing ever more to build.
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The Smart Meter Revolution
Energy suppliers have a responsibility of offering smart
meters to all homes and businesses in the UK, that’s
over 26 million homes and businesses across the UK,
with over 12 million smart meters already installed in
UK homes and businesses by March 201842.
Many customers are already seeing the benefits
of having a smart meter, which enable them to
better understand, engage with and - for many
– use near real-time information to reduce their
energy consumption. This in turn helps them better
understand and manage their energy use. Satisfaction
levels of those who have a smart meter are high at
around 88%43. This is, however, just the beginning of

smart meter-enabled energy management, through
which smart metering consumers will be able to
benefit from more innovative and flexible tariffs as
energy companies make use of demand response
to manage costs and the load on the network. It is
therefore vital to the future of the energy system that
smart meters are installed in as many homes and
businesses as possible, at the lowest possible cost
to customers who rely on suppliers delivering a good
customer experience.
Energy UK has been a central part of the programme
since the smart meter rollout’s inception and has
committed a significant financial investment to assist
with technical and operational solutions that have
helped progress the smart programme.

Gas and electricity smart meter installations per quarter

Source: BEIS Smart meter statistics

Key Facts and Figures
Over 12 million smart meters have
been fitted into homes and business
so far, this year with more than 4.5
million meters installed during 201744
2,490,000 domestic smart meters
have been installed by large energy
suppliers in the first two quarters of
201845
65% of people with a smart meter
think they are on the best energy deal,
compared to 56% of people without a
smart meter46

38

Seven out of ten people with a smart
meter would recommend them to
others47
More than eight in ten (82 per cent) of
people with smart meters have taken
steps to reduce energy waste48
In the first quarter of 2018 over
12,000 smart meters were installed
on average every day. This number is
expected to increase as we reach peak
rollout49

42
www.gov.uk/government/statistics/statistical-release-and-data-smart-meters-great-britain-quarter-1-2018 43www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/
docs/2017/10/consumer_engagement_survey_2017_report.pdf 44BEIS quarterly statistics published May 2018 45www.gov.uk/government/statistics/statistical-release-and-data-smart-meters-great-britain-quarter-1-2018 46 Ofgem Smart Meter Customer Satisfaction Survey 2017 47SEGB Outlook March 2018
48
Ibid footnote 47 49BEIS quarterly statistics published May 2018
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Supporting Customers in Vulnerable Circumstances
Energy suppliers take their responsibilities towards
their customers extremely seriously. Over the past few
years, suppliers have proactively increased the support
they provide to customers in vulnerable circumstances
to ensure their support for those most in need. In
2016/17 suppliers paid £323 million in support
of vulnerable customers. Last year, Energy UK set
up a dedicated vulnerability group and worked with
the Money Advice Trust to look at vulnerability and
mental health. A guide was produced to help identify
and support consumers and provides practical tools
for frontline staff to use with consumers in a range of
vulnerable situations.
In order to further support those customers who
may be vulnerable, Energy UK has launched a
new Commission for Customers in Vulnerable
Circumstances to explore how standards of care
and support could be improved. The Commission is
independently chaired by Lord Whitty and is comprised
of commissioners from across the business, charity
and consumer advice communities.

These are Joanna Elson, Chief Executive of the Money
Advice Trust, Simon Crine, Director at the Money
and Mental Health Policy Institute, Caroline Wells,
co-founder of the disabled access review website
MeIncluded, George McNamara of Independent Age
and Audrey Gallacher, Director of Policy at Energy UK.
The Commission is aiming to publish a final report
by the end of 2018, making recommendations
for industry, Government and other stakeholders.
Furthermore, drawing on the work of the Commission,
Energy UK will be separately developing a new
Vulnerability Charter to build on existing voluntary
commitments and go further to support customers
most in need.




Case study: British Gas Dementia Friends
Dementia is a huge issue for consumers. With over 850,000 people living with dementia in Britain today, British
Gas estimate that at least 100,000 British Gas customers will be living alone in their own homes with dementia
and a further 100,000 will be living in the community with other people, many of whom will be living with chronic
health conditions including dementia. In 2015 British Gas therefore decided to accept an invitation from the Prime
Minister’s Dementia Challenge Group and become one of 10 leading corporates committed to modelling what it
means to be fully dementia friendly.
As part of this, British Gas created a bespoke Dementia Friends module, working with the Alzheimer’s Society in
England and Wales and with Alzheimer Scotland. The module can delivered by team leaders and supervisors or
one of British Gas’ network of over 50 Dementia Champions or during team talks. British Gas has delivered the
programme through formal investment time, but no employee is forced to become a Dementia Friend at the end
of their session, it remains entirely a matter of personal choice. To date over 21,000 of British Gas employees
have become Dementia Friends.
As a result of their work in this area British Gas were asked by the Prime Minister’s Dementia Challenge Group to
lead the creation of best practice guidance for the whole of the utility sector, including water and communications
as well as energy. British Gas have invited other energy companies, such as E.ON, UK Power Networks and
National Grid, to join the working group, along with companies such as BT, Talk Talk, Severn Trent Water and
Wessex Water. This guide launched on 28 February 2018.
Source: British Gas
36355_EUK_Energy in the UK 2018 v2.indd 39
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Case study: Utilita’s
extra core team
Utilita won an award as part of Sustainability
First’s Project Inspire, which recognised
innovation in assisting vulnerable customers,
for the work of their Extra Care Team, and the
support it provides to vulnerable customers
through tailored discretionary credits. Where a
customer is unable to top up due to financial
reasons, they can help with a discretionary
credit amount to their meter.
This is added as a debt on the meter and
repaid using a proportion of future top-ups.
This percentage can be varied according to
the customers’ ability to pay and it can also
be suspended for a period of time allowing
the customer valuable breathing space.
Source: Utilita
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Case study: npower Fuel Bank™
npower Fuel Bank™ was launched in April 2015 with the aim of removing the stark choice between heating
or eating. Fuel Bank™ aims to support households most in need of help by giving them funds to pay for gas
and electricity alongside emergency food aid, and help to address the problem of households who ‘selfdisconnect’ in order to save money.
In partnership with leading anti-poverty charities The Trussell Trust and National Energy Action, npower’s
Fuel Bank™ helps households using prepayment meters, regardless of whether or not they are npower
customers. Under the scheme, people who visit a participating foodbank can receive a voucher which they
can use to top up their gas and electricity meter. This enables households that have run out of energy to get
the power back on within a few hours and keep the lights and heating on for up to two weeks. npower Fuel
Banks™ have been rolled out in 14 areas and 66 foodbank centres across Great Britain. To date, around
49,000 vouchers have been issued, providing around £2m worth of immediate energy support to 104,000
people. The npower Foundation was launched in November 2017 to help scale up the Fuel Bank™ scheme.
One of npower’s Fuel Bank™ partners, Paul Pickhaver, who helped npower to establish the first ever Fuel
Bank™ in Kingston in 2015, was awarded an MBE in the 2018 Honours List for ‘Services to the Fuel Bank
and to the community of Kingston-Upon-Thames.
Source: npower
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